Good afternoon,

You have been identified as an ADUMS Account Administrator for the University of South Carolina. As a result, we need to make you aware of some important date changes.

- The mainframe identity infrastructure (aka C60) will be moved to Oracle Identity Manager (OIM). As a result, **Guest Account Management within the ADUMS tool will be discontinued on April 1, 2019** *(previously announced date was January 1, 2019)*. **Guest account access to university systems will also be discontinued at that time.** If you are aware of individuals that need to keep their access after this date, they will need to go through the HR Affiliate process before **March 1, 2019** *(previously announced time was Thanksgiving Break 2018)*.

- To perform the HR Affiliate process, go to the [HR Toolbox website](https://sc.edu/ithelp). Halfway down the page there is a Hiring Section that lists “Affiliate Appointment” as one of its’ subjects. Clicking this link will take you to the affiliate sponsoring form and the affiliate policy.

These changes are being implemented in order to move the university forward by improving our IT security, HR and payroll systems. Please contact the Service Desk at (803) 777-1800 or submit a service ticket at [https://sc.edu/ithelp](https://sc.edu/ithelp) (select the Identity Services Category) with any questions. Additional information can be found on our [project website](https://sc.edu/ithelp).

Thank you,
Division of Information Technology